
Understanding and
Reconstructing Sea Level

Worksheet 1

Drivers of Sea-level Change
There are two main drivers of sea-level change:

Eustasy: change in ocean volume caused by changes in the amount of water stored in land 
based ice (such as polar ice sheets and mountain glaciers).

Isostasy: vertical movement of the Earth by the weight of ice

Relative sea-level change is a change in the height of the sea surface, relative to the land. 
It is a combination of both eustasy and isostasy and varies along the worlds coastline’s  
and with time.  

It is worth reminding the students that these processes are due to sea-level change, not 
changes in tides seen at the coast each day.  Sea level is taken as the average height of the 
ocean.

This worksheet covers both ideas in three practical demonstrations.

Eustasy:
Eustasy can be best explained by melting ice into a tank. You can see a time-lapse video at: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MKpwjGgooHE 
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For more advanced students, discuss the idea that eustasy is not uniform around the world.  
Ice sheets, like all bodies, have their own gravitational pull.  When the ice sheet melts, this 
gravitational pull decreases which means for locations near to the ice sheets sea level would 
in fact fall, whereas far from the ice sheet, sea level would rise would be greater than the 
global average.  We call this pattern a sea level ‘fingerprint’.

Maps of different sea level fingerprints can be found at:
http://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2001-02/UoT-omic-2102101.php

Professors Roland Gehrels (Plymouth University) and Antony Long (Durham University) 
discuss why sea level is not level in this excellent piece, suitable for advanced KS4 and 
A-Level students:
http://www.geography.org.uk/download/GA_GeogGehrelsLong.pdf

PRACTICAL

You can demonstrate eustasy in the classroom by melting ice cubes positioned 
over a bucket of water and get the students to mark the water level as it rises.

In a second bucket, place the ice cubes directly in the water.  The students 
should observe that the water level does not rise significantly as the ice cubes 
melt.  

Showing both processes demonstrates how melting of land based ice e.g. 
mountain glaciers and polar ice sheets adds water to the ocean (as per bucket 
1); whereas melting of floating ice shelves and sea ice (such as that which 
covers the North Pole and Arctic Ocena) does not directly cause sea level rise 
as the presence of ice is already displacing the ocean volume (as per bucket 2).  
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Isostasy:
As land based ice melts, its weight on the land reduces and therefore the land slowly springs 
up.  Similarly as an ice sheet grows, its weight depresses the land.  This land-level change 
causes changes in sea level at the coast.  For example, if the land is depressed, the coastline 
experiences a relative sea-level rise.

1. Earth without load: 2. Earth without load:
Area under load experiences 
isostatic depression (land level 
fall). Example: central Scotland. 

Areas around outside of load 
rises as mantle (in this example, 
air) is pushed away from under 
the load. Example: southern 
England.

3. Unloaded Earth
Area formerly under the load 
rebounds (land level rise). 
Example: central Scotland. 

Areas around outside of former 
load subside as mantle (in this 
example, air) moves back to fill 
the gap left by the former load. 
Example: southern England.

PRACTICAL

Isostasy be simply demonstrated using an exercise ball with a student acting as 
an ice sheet.  When there is no ice sheet, the earth (in this instance, the ball) is 
relatively round.  

When the student ‘ice sheet’ sits on the earth, what happens?  The air in the ball, 
which represents the mantle in the Earth, and the outside of the ball, which 
represented the Earth’s crust, is deformed with the weight of the student/ice.  
The air/mantle is pushed outwards away from the load.  

When the load is removed (i.e. the student stands up), the air/mantle moves 
back to fill the space once taken by the weight.

In this example, air moves very quickly, but the mantle is more like very thick 
treacle and it moves a lot slower, therefore meaning that the Earth is still 
responding to the loss of the very large ice sheets that were around 20,000 
years ago.  Depending on the location of a particular coastline relative to a 
former ice load, determines the rate and direction of present day land–level 
change.
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For an illustration of the extent and dynamics of the British Ice Sheet during the last 
glaciation, see this excellent model by Aberystwyth University: 
http://www.aber.ac.uk/en/iges/research-groups/centre-glaciology/research-intro/britic
e-model/ 

The affect this former ice sheet has on present day land level change around the UK is 
summarised in this map by Prof Ian Shennan of Durham University: 
http://www.geography.dur.ac.uk/documents/shennan/coastland_map.jpg

Positive numbers show areas of the UK experiencing relative land uplift, and negative 
numbers indicate relative land subsidence.  The area of uplift is focused around the north of 
the UK where the ice sheet was thickest.  The south is experiencing subsidence as the mantle 
that was forced from under the British ice sheet, moves back towards Scotland to fill the gap 
(just like the example with the exercise ball, but a lot slower).  
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Relative sea level change
In its simplest form, relative sea level change at any location is due to the combination of 
eustasy and isostasy.  The speed and direction of relative sea-level change is a factor of the 
speed and direction of these two components.

Relative sea level is further complicated by local processes, such as groundwater drainage, 
coastal erosion and, in plate boundary locations, tectonics.

PRACTICAL

Relative sea level change can be explained by students working in pairs, using 
their hands to represent the land and sea.  One student uses one hand to be the 
land, the other student uses a hand to represent the sea.  The figure gives some 
examples.  At first get the students to move one hand at a time and discus 
whether they are demonstrating relative sea level rise or fall.  Afterwards, they 
can move their hands at the same time, but at different rates.  This is more 
complicated but representative of what goes on at the coast.

Stable relative sea level Relative sea level rise:
Sea level rising, land stable.

Relative sea level fall:
Sea level rising, land level rising at faster rate..

Relative sea level fall:
Sea level falling, land stable.
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